We study relaxation dynamics in a strongly-interacting two-site Fermi-Hubbard model that is induced by fermionic baths. To derive the proper form of the Lindblad operators that enter an effective description of the system-bath coupling in different temperature regimes, we employ a diagrammatic real-time technique for the reduced density matrix. An improvement on the commonly-used secular approximation, referred to as coherent approximation, is presented. We analyze the spectrum of relaxation rates and identify different time scales that are involved in the equilibration of the Hubbard dimer after a quantum quench. arXiv:1910.04130v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 
I. INTRODUCTION
The description of non-equilibrium dynamics of strongly interacting many-body systems is a challenging task. This is already true for closed quantum systems that undergo a unitary time evolution . It is even more true for the more realistic scenario of a quantum system coupled to an environment [27] [28] [29] . The type of coupling, e.g., whether it allows for exchange of energy and/or spin and/or particles, does not only modify the internal quantum dynamics of the system, in many cases it will even dominate the system's behavior.
Dynamics of open quantum systems coupled to Markovian baths are generically described by master equations in Lindblad form [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . A common approach is to incorporate the effects of the coupling to the environment in the so-called Lindblad operators on phenomenological grounds 35 . They are introduced ad-hoc, based on physical intuition. This may work well in some situations but may encounter ambiguities in other cases, in particular for interacting many-body systems.
To obtain a microscopic description of the coupling to the environment one can introduce external baths and their coupling to the system on the Hamiltonian level. Integrating out the baths yields an effective description of the system's degrees of freedoms in terms of a reduced density matrix. As an advantage, the microscopic approach does not involve any guessing. The disadvantage, on the other hand, lies in the increasing complexity of the calculations with increasing size of the many-body quantum system.
The described dichotomy of phenomenological and microscopic approaches asks for trying to combine the best of the two worlds. As a first step along such an endeavor, we analyze, in the present paper, the Fermi-Hubbard model where each site is coupled separately to its own thermal fermionic bath. For a small model system with only a few interacting degrees of freedom a full microscopic treatment is feasible. To be specific, we choose as a system a Hubbard dimer 36 and assume that each of the two sites is weakly coupled to a thermal fermionic bath, i.e., electrons can enter from or leave to the bath.
The first goal of the paper is to intertwine two different theoretical approaches to study non-equilibrium dynamics in the Fermi-Hubbard model coupled to thermal baths: On the one hand, in Sec. II, we use a phenomenological method where for the limiting cases of cold T → 0 and hot T → ∞ baths the Lindblad operators are deduced from physical intuition. On the other hand, in Sec. III, we formulate the kinetic equations of the system within a real-time technique in where relaxation processes are represented in terms of diagrams. Then, in Sec. IV, we make a connection between the Lindblad operators and the diagrams in the Markovian limit for the leading order perturbation theory in the system-bath coupling. To overcome the problem of non-positivity, we introduce an alternative (referred to as coherent approximation) to the commonly-used secular approximation. To illustrate our findings, we study, in Sec. VI, a model system that can be treated fully analytically, namely a Hubbard dimer coupled to fermionic baths. Differences between the coherent and the secular approximation are most pronounced in the limit of hot baths. In the case of low-temperature baths, we observe three characteristic decay time scales. The emergence of different timescales has also been observed in various other systems due to relaxation or thermalization processes [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Here, one of the three time scales is associated with an intricate decay mechanism that emerges due to an interplay of coherent evolution and bath-induced relaxation. As an interesting feature, we find that the decay of an initially-prepared singlet-spin state is algebraically suppressed by Coulomb interaction and, therefore, very slow.
II. LINDBLAD MASTER EQUATION
The Fermi- Hubbard 
with c † m,σ , c m,σ and n m,σ being the creation, annihilation and occupation-number operators for an electron with spin σ at site m, respectively. The first term describes tunneling between nearest neighbors m, m with amplitude J, the second term the on-site Coulomb interaction of strength U , and ε is the single-electron energy. To study relaxation dynamics, we couple the system to external baths and describe the system by the density matrix ρ(t). In a generic form, the time evolution is expressed as ρ(t) = Π(t, t 0 )ρ(t 0 ) with Π(t, t 0 ) being a dynamical map propagating the reduced density matrix forward in time. By imposing Markovian dynamics in form of a semigroup assumption for the propagator, Π(t, t )Π(t , t 0 ) = Π(t, t 0 ) with t 0 < t < t, it can be shown that the dynamics of ρ(t) are described by a Lindblad equation 30,31ρ = Lρ of the forṁ
where the solution can formally be given as Π(t, t 0 ) = e L(t−t0) . The generator L of the semigroup is called Liouville superoperator or simply Liouvillian. In Eq. (2), E µ with µ = 1, .., N 2 −1 span a basis for the operators defined in the system's Hilbert space of dimension N .
We choose E N 2 ∝ 1 (which has no effect for the time evolution), leaving N 2 − 1 independent operators E µ . The N 2 − 1-dimensional matrix γ µν describing the coupling to the baths is hermitian and positive semidefinite. Then, per construction, the Lindblad equation preserves the trace trρ(t) = 1, hermiticity ρ(t) † = ρ(t) and positivity ρ(t) ≥ 0, all properties which are essential for a physical interpretation of the density matrix ρ(t). Note that, in general, we haveH S = H S , i.e. a modified coherent evolution due to renormalization effects induced by the baths. Using that γ µν = γ * νµ is hermitian, we diagonalize the Lindblad equation arriving aṫ
with (from now on) natural units = 1. In Eq. (3), L k with k = 1, ..., N 2 −1 are referred to as Lindblad operators describing the interaction with the environment (e.g. gain and loss terms). This diagonal Lindblad form will be the starting point of our phenomenological description of the Hubbard system coupled to thermal baths. Here, without knowing the microscopic details of the environment, we incorporate the Lindblad operators L k and the coupling parameters γ k ≥ 0 solely from the system's perspective in such a way that they model the desired effects.
In this paper, we assume that every site m is coupled individually to its own bath (one site is shown in Fig.  1 ). The baths are assumed to be identical, i.e., they have the same temperature T and the same Fermi energy ε F . For each site, the Hilbert-space dimension is N = 4 and, therefore, the local Lindblad operators are constructed from 16 linear independent operators. Half of them, namely {1, c σ cσ, c † σ c † σ , c † σ cσ, n σ , n ↑ n ↓ } m , whereσ denotes the opposite spin to σ, contain an even number of Fermi operators. The other half, {c σ , c † σ , c σ nσ, c † σ nσ} m , contains an odd number of Fermi operators. The Lindblad operators constructed from the second class change the Fermion parity number P m = (−1) nm with the local occupation number n m = σ n m,σ on site m. Therefore, we refer to a bath described by these Lindblad operators as a fermionic bath. In contrast, the Lindblad operators of the first class leave the Fermion parity number unchanged, describing a bosonic bath. (Note that the terms bosonic and fermionic do not necessarily refer to the actual nature of the particles involved in the physical bath.) In general, both types of baths can exchange charge, spin and energy with the system and thus relaxation and decoherence dynamics can be studied. In Ref. 35 , bosonic baths with the Lindblad operators n m,σ have been considered. Here, we investigate fermionic baths only. Considering separate channels where single electrons of spin σ (↑ or ↓) enter (α = +) or leave (α = −) the site m, we are left with at maximum two independent Lindblad operators (L α m,σ ) k with k = 1, 2 constructed from operators of the fermionic type c α m,σ and c α m,σ n m,σ , where c + m,σ ≡ c † m,σ and c − m,σ ≡ c m,σ . Moreover, we assume (γ α m,σ ) k = (γ α ) k meaning that the coupling is identical at every site and symmetric with respect to spin.
In simple cases, the explicit form of the Lindblad operators can be deduced using physical intuition. In the following we will discuss two such examples of cold (T → 0) and hot (T → ∞) baths before comparing it to a indepth microscopic analysis.
A. Hot baths
We assume each site m is coupled independently to a (separate) hot fermionic bath (cf. red line in Fig. 1 ). Only single-electron excitations of the form |σ ↔ |0 and |↑↓ ↔ |σ with excitation energies ε and ε + U are considered. In the limit T → ∞, each bath is assumed to have free and occupied states available at every energy so that the details of the system's energy spectrum as well as the occupation become dispensable. This motivates to choose the Lindblad operators L α m,σ for adding or removing an electron with spin σ to be independent of the number n m,σ of electrons with opposite spin. This yields with couplings γ + hot and γ − hot for injecting or removing a particle, respectively. Notice that the choice of only one of two possible Lindblad operators for each m, σ and α is sufficient and therefore we have dropped the index k here.
B. Cold baths
In the opposite limit, each site m is coupled to a cold fermionic bath, formally at zero temperature. The states in each bath are fully occupied up to the Fermi energy ε F and hence Pauli-blocked. Above ε F the states are empty (cf. blue line in Fig. 1 ). The choice ε < ε F < ε + U introduces a natural filter for the effective couplings between the site and the bath: for empty sites |0 electrons can only enter (transferred energy ε < ε F ), for doubly occupied sites |↑↓ the electrons can only leave (transferred energy ε + U > ε F ) while for singlyoccupied sites no electron transfer is possible as both channels are blocked. Therefore, we postulate the following occupation-dependent Lindblad operators
which inject an electron with rate γ + cold if the site is empty and remove it with rate γ − cold if it is doubly occupied, respectively. Again, as we deal with only one Lindblad operator per m, σ and α, we drop the index k.
C. Finite-temperature baths
At finite temperature T (cf. gray line in Fig. 1) , the relaxation channels are neither treated all equally (as for T → ∞) nor are they fully blocked in one direction (as for T → 0). One possible ansatz for a finite-temperature bath is to interpolate between the hot and cold cases to get a single Lindblad operator
with temperature-(and energy-) dependent functions g α (T ) and h α (T ), such that g α (T → ∞) = 0 and h α (T → 0) = 0. However, in the case of finite temperatures, it is less intuitive to anticipate the proper form of the Lindblad operators as well as to decide whether one or two Lindblad operators per m, σ and α should be used. In the next section, we will find the right choice by starting from a microscopic description of the baths.
III. REAL-TIME DIAGRAMMATICS
In this part, we give a brief introduction to the realtime diagrammatic approach 46, 47 , with the goal to give the so-far phenomenological discussion a microscopic foundation. Moreover, we want to find the Lindblad operators also for the finite-temperature case. We will proceed in the following way: We start from a fullymicroscopic description of system and environment, and then employ the real-time diagrammatic technique to arrive at a formally exact kinetic master equation for the reduced density matrix of the system by tracing out the environment. The diagrammatic representation is, then, an ideal starting point for a systematic perturbation expansion in the system-bath coupling.
Since we consider local baths (i.e. each site m is coupled to a separate environment), it is sufficient to formulate this methodical part for a single-site Hubbard Hamiltonian coupled to an electronic reservoir. An experimental realization would be one single-level quantum dot tunnel-coupled to one electronic lead. The total Hamiltonian
consists of three parts, with S, B and C denoting the system, the bath and the coupling, respectively. The system H S is a single-site of the Hubbard Hamiltonian (cf. Eq. (1))
where c † σ and c σ are creation and annihilation operators for system electrons with spin σ. The eigenvectors and eigenenergies will be denoted by |χ and E χ , respectively. The environment H B , on the other hand, is assumed to be a noninteracting electronic lead
where a † k,σ and a k,σ are creation and annihilation operators for lead electrons with orbital and spin degrees of freedom k and σ. Here, ε k,σ is the single-particle energy. At last, the tunnel coupling between the system and the environment is described by
where t k,σ is the tunneling amplitude for an electron entering or leaving the system. This coupling Hamiltonian H C will later be treated as a perturbation and it will turn out that only even powers H 2m C , with m being a nonnegative integer, will contribute. In contrast to the Lindblad approach, we have now a full microscopic knowledge of the environment and the coupling with it.
To determine the time evolution of the reduced density matrix ρ χ1 χ2 (t), we have to calculate the expectation values of the dyads |χ 2 χ 1 |. We change to the interaction picture with respect to H C ,
and, then, formally expand in the coupling,
where the integrals are evaluated along the Keldysh contour K, i.e. it runs first forwards in time from t 0 to t and then backwards from t to t 0 . The Keldysh time-ordering operator T K orders operators such that earlier times (with respect to the Keldysh contour) appear further to the right. The index I indicates the interaction pic-
. Moreover, we assume that at time t 0 the system and the bath are in a product state ρ tot 0 = ρ 0 ⊗ ρ B 0 , whereas the bath is assumed to be in a thermal Gibbs state µ0N ) . Note that the factor 1/m! from the Taylor expansion cancels with the m! possible permutations of t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m . Performing the partial trace over the bath and making use of the fact that H B is bilinear in the creation and annihilation operators, we can apply Wick's theorem to contract the lead electron operators of H C,I (t k ) with k = 1, . . . , m pairwise in all possible ways and replace them by bath equilibrium distribu- 
where we have evaluated the trace of the system's degrees of freedom over |χ 2 and inserted 1 =
In Eq. (13), the Keldysh time increases anticlockwise from t 1 at the upper right corner to t 2m at the lower right corner of the contour, whereas the real time simply increases from right t 0 to left t. The vertices (green dots) represent the operators c † σ and c σ and the tunneling lines (red dashed lines) diagrammatically represent the contractions of the lead electron operators a † k,σ and a k,σ and they indicate that an electron is entering (pointing towards the contour) or leaving (pointing away from the contour) the system. The contour line itself indicates the present state of the system. Note, that we have to consider only even orders 2m since, according to Wick's theorem, contractions with an odd number of lead electron operators vanish. For the same reason, the numbers of creation and annihilation operators have to be equal.
We can formally abbreviate Eq. (13) as
where in the second line we recast the formula into 
to arrive at an equation free of indices. The superoperator Π(t, t 0 ) is a propagator and describes the time evolution of the reduced density matrix from t 0 to t. It fulfills a Dyson equation of the form
describes the free propagation without any tunneling and W(t 2 , t 1 ) is the irreducible self-energy, defined as the sum of all topologically inequivalent diagrams that cannot be cut vertically into smaller diagrams. In Eq. (13), the irreducible diagrams are highlighted with a yellow background. To calculate the irreducible diagrams in every order 2m, which give rise to the components of W(t 2 , t 1 ), we simply have to follow the diagrammatic rules:
1. Draw all topological inequivalent diagrams with m directed tunneling lines that connect pairwise all 2m vertices.
2. Every vertex where the tunneling line points towards (away from) the contour corresponds to a transition matrix element χ|c † σ |χ ( χ|c σ |χ ) with |χ being the state prior to |χ with respect to the Keldysh time.
Every directed tunneling line pointing from t to t > t induces a factor (
with α = ± for tunneling lines aligned with (−) or against (+) the Keldysh contour.
4. Each free propagating segment on the Keldysh contour with state |χ between t and t > t implies a factor e −iEχ(t−t ) on the upper and e iEχ(t−t ) on the lower contour.
5. Add a factor (−1) a with a being the number of crossings of tunneling lines (manifestation of the Pauli exclusion principle).
6. Integrate over intermediate times (respecting the ordering) and sum over lead degrees of freedom (energy ω and spin σ).
To formulate the rules, it was beneficial -since the bath is macroscopic -to switch from the orbital degree of freedom k to energy ω by replacing formally 2π k |t k,σ | 2 → ∞ −∞ dω Γ σ (ω) and thereby introducing the tunnel-coupling strength as Γ σ (ω) := 2π k |t k,σ | 2 δ(ω − ε k,σ ) which conveniently serves as a parameter denoting the order m in perturbation theory O(Γ m ). Now, we have all ingredients to write down a generalized master equation for ρ(t). By differentiating Eq. (14) and inserting the propagator of Eq. (15) we arrive finally at a formally exact kinetic equation for the reduced density matrixρ
where the irreducible self-energy takes the role of a transition matrix in Liouville space. Note that due to translational invariance in time we have W(t, t ) = W(t − t ). So far, the equation is formally still exact if all (infinitely many) irreducible diagrams are included. However, to arrive at a Markovian Lindblad equation, several approximations are necessary 27 , which will be discussed in the next section.
IV. FROM DIAGRAMMATICS TO LINDBLAD
To cast the exact kinetic equation (16) into the Lindblad form we will employ several approximations on W(t−t ). As first, we will only be interested in a weak coupling between system and bath. Therefore, perturbation theory to leading order O(Γ) is sufficient for our description and we write W(t−t ) ≈ W (1) (t−t ). The index (1) denotes that only irreducible diagrams with one tunneling line are considered (three examples are indicated with a yellow background in Eq. (13)). To obtain a timelocal master equation, we replace ρ(t ) in the integral of Eq. (16) such that ρ(t ) = Π(t , t)ρ(t) ≈ e L0(t −t) ρ(t), which is a consistent approximation in the leading-order perturbation expansion. Moreover, we assume that the irreducible diagrams of W (1) (t − t ) are sufficiently localized in time, which means they vanish fast enough as their width t − t increases. Then, we can send t 0 → −∞ in the integral of Eq. (13), which effectively brings us to the Markovian limit. We define the time-independent transition matrix W M = At this stage, the Markovian master equation is generally not yet in the Lindblad form and, thus, does not guarantee positivity for all density matrices ρ(t) evolving according to it. To see this, we group the components of W M as
i.e., we split the processes according to the spin σ =↑, ↓ and the direction of the tunneling line (either directed with (α = −) or against (α = +) rising Keldysh time). For those directed against the Keldysh contour, we find in total four irreducible diagrams 
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Here, we applied the diagrammatic rules to bring the equation into a form (second line) that formally looks like the matrix elements of the dissipative part of the Lindblad equation (2). The used basis operators E + σ,1 = c † σ (1−nσ) and E + σ,2 = c † σ nσ describe the excitation of the first (site is initially empty) and the second (site is initially singly occupied) electron, respectively. After a lengthy but straightforward calculation, one can identify the first two diagrams with Lindblad terms of the form E + σ,µ ρE + † σ,ν , the third one with ρE + † σ,ν E + σ,µ and the last one with E + † σ,ν E + σ,µ ρ. The coefficients γ + µν can then be given in the matrix form
For the evaluation of γ + µν , we made use of integrals of the form
for some energy difference ∆E, assumed the wide-band limit Γ σ (ω) = Γ σ as well as spin-independent tunneling rates Γ σ = Γ. Analogously, we can write down the matrix elements for tunneling lines that are directed with (α = −) Keldysh time. Then, we arrive at a similar expression with E − σ,µ = E + † σ,µ and coefficients γ − µν which differ from γ + µν only by the exchange of f + ↔ f − . The master equation reads noẇ
As already stated, the complete positivity of the density matrix is not guaranteed in this equation. This can easily be checked by calculating the eigenvalues of γ α µν ,
This is a well known problem [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Here, we discuss two different approaches to deal with it.
A. Secular approximation
The usual solution to guarantee positivity is provided by the so-called secular approximation [58] [59] [60] 
where e −L0t W M e L0t transforms the superoperator W M into the interaction picture. That approximation gets rid of all terms oscillating in the co-rotating reference frame (non-secular terms) by performing a long-time average. In order to understand the consequences of the approximation for the diagrams, we look at specific matrix elements
Hence, translated into the diagrammatic picture, all diagrams where the energy difference E χ 1 −E χ 2 of the initial states is different from the energy difference E χ1 −E χ2 of the final states are simply neglected. As a consequence, the off-diagonal elements of the matrix γ α µν are set to zero. This brings γ α µν into a diagonal and positive semidefinite form. The secular approximation leads to the following two Lindblad operators
Note that we rescaled the Lindblad operators by the square root of the Fermi function, which implies γ α k = Γ. Interestingly, in contrast to our phenomenological model, we obtain two separate Lindblad operators with k = 1, 2 for each σ and α corresponding to the excitation of the first and second electron, respectively. Inserting the Lindblad operators into Eq. (3), we arrive at the master equation in the secular approximationρ = L S ρ. For the limiting case T → 0 and ε < ε F < ε + U , the Lindblad operators agree with the phenomenological results of Eq. (5) since one of the two Lindblad operators is always zero for a fixed α (the channels are open in only one direction). We infer that the coupling parameters are γ + cold = γ − cold = Γ and, thus, they are equal for the in-and outgoing electrons. (Strictly speaking, this is only true for one and the same excitation energy. However, within the wide-band limit where Γ is energy independent, it is generally true.) Inspecting also the limit of a hot bath T → ∞, the Lindblad operators remain occupation dependent and, thus, deviate from our model of Eq. (4). To resolve the question of which is the better choice for T → ∞, we discuss in the next section an alternative to the secular approximation. Although the secular approximation explicitly guarantees positivity, it is a rather drastic approximation since it neglects some diagrams involving coherences and, therefore, leads in certain cases to unphysical consequences, as discussed in Refs. 52 and 61.
B. Coherent approximation
In order to overcome the above mentioned difficulties, we propose a less radical approximation. Instead of neglecting the arithmetic mean in the off-diagonal elements of γ α µν , we replace them by the geometric mean
Due to this replacement, the negative eigenvalue γ α − is shifted to zero (cf. Eq. (22)), i.e., positivity is reestablished in a minimal invasive way. By performing a unitary transformation to diagonalize γ α µν and rescaling the Lindblad operators, we arrive at only one relevant Lindblad operator for each σ and α
with a rescaled γ α = Γ. The resulting master equation will be abbreviated asρ = L C ρ denoting the coherent approximation. In a sense, this approximation leads to a coherent combination of the two individual Lindblad operators from Eq. (25) that describe separately excitations of the first (L α σ,1 ) and the second (L α σ,2 ) electron. Put differently, whereas in the secular approximation we deal with an incoherent sum of those two processes, the coherent approximation generates a single coherent excitation. Interestingly, the coherent approximation agrees with both our expectations for a hot bath (cf. Eq. (4) ) and for a cold bath (cf. Eq. (5)). For the former case, we can infer that the coupling parameters are γ α hot = Γ/2, again independent of the direction α = ±. Moreover, it turns out that the finite-temperature Lindblad operator from Eq. 26) is a rather ad-hoc replacement, we check, in the next step, whether the coherent approximation is physical and leads to better results than the secular approximation. Note that our coherent approximation is in accordance with a phenomenological approach proposed in Ref. 62 which was discussed further in Ref. 63 .
C. Secular vs. coherent approximation
We saw that in the limit T → 0, the coherent approximation and the secular approximation coincide L C = L S because the off-diagonal elements γ α 12 = γ α 21 = Γ f α (ε)f α (ε+U ) vanish. For finite temperatures T > 0, however, the two approximations differ from each other. In the case T → ∞, we expect that the Markovian assumption (on the level of Eq. (19)) is still exact, because the bath correlation function ∝ Γf α = Γ/2 is constant in frequency and thus delta peaked in the time domain. Interestingly, the coherent approximation coincides with the Markovian limit for T → ∞ since both, the arithmetic and the geometric mean give rise to identical offdiagonal elements γ α 12 = γ α 21 = Γ/2 (cf. Eq. (26)). In contrast, the secular approximation sets the off-diagonal elements to zero. Thus, we expect that for high temperatures, the coherent approximation gives more reliable results. Furthermore, one major drawback of the secular approximation is the discontinuity when differences in the excitation energies reach zero (cf. Kronecker delta in Eq. (24)), meaning that the terms are kept for vanishing differences while they are omitted for small differences. For the coherent approximation of Eq. (26), on the other hand, we find that up to the first order in U (the only appearing difference in excitation energies) the geometric and the arithmetic means are equivalent. Hence, for vanishing differences the terms are unchanged (as in the secular limit), but they are also kept for finite differences, leading to a continuous transition instead of an abrupt change. Moreover, considering the particle-hole symmetric case where the excitation energies ε and ε + U are centered symmetrically around the Fermi energy ε F , the geometric mean f α (ε)f α (ε+U ) vanishes exponentially with U k B T . Thus, in the limit U → ∞ the coherent and the secular approximation coincide.
Next, we would like to discuss whether the differences in the approximations are essential for the dynamics. The difference in the resulting master equations has the form
It turns out that for a single-site Hubbard model, the only appearing difference can be located in transitions between the coherences |0 σ| ↔ |σ ↑↓|. But such coherences between states with different Fermion parity are irrelevant for any measurable quantity, see fermion-parity superselection postulate in Refs. 64 and 65. However, for a Hubbard model with two sites, the situation is already different because there the transitions between the coherences |0, ↑↓ σ,σ| ↔ |σ, ↑↓ ↑↓,σ| become relevant. This motivates us to look closer at the dynamics of a Hubbard dimer (see next chapter).
To conclude, we claim that the coherent approximation of Eq. (26) is physically justified and less radical than the secular approximation. It coincides, on the one hand, with the secular approximation for T → 0 or U k B T and, on the other hand, with the Markovian limit for T → ∞. Most importantly, it also guarantees positivity.
Finally, although we discussed the coupling to the bath only for a single site, we can simply promote the Lindblad operators with a site index L α σ → L α m,σ to describe a system where every site m is coupled individually to its own bath. This is reasonable as long as we are in the limit of a weak hopping J ∼ Γ such that the corrections to the excitation energies ε and ε+U are negligible within the leading order perturbation theory in Γ.
V. DYNAMICS OF OBSERVABLES
Having established the Lindblad master equationρ = Lρ, with either the coherent L = L C or the secular L = L S approximation, for the Hubbard model of Eq. (1) with local baths coupled to every site, we can formally solve it by ρ(t) = e Lt ρ 0 with some initial density matrix ρ 0 . To study also time-dependent observables O(t), it is useful to work in the Heisenberg picture by employing the super-adjoint Lindblad equatioṅ
where the index k disappears for the coherent approximation and runs over k = 1, 2 for the secular approxi-mation (cf. Eq. (27) and Eq. (25)). For some special observables such as the z-component of the total spin S z (t) = m (n m,↑ −n m,↓ )/2 or the total occupation number N (t) = m,σ n m,σ , the super-adjoint Lindblad Eq. (29) simplifies to a closed ordinary differential equation. We find (in agreement with Ref. 66 ) for the total spin S ż
and for the total occupation numbeṙ
where iting cases T → 0 and T → ∞ with ε < ε F < ε + U we summarize
It is interesting to observe that with decreasing bath temperature the relaxation of the total spin with rate λ Sz becomes slower until a total freeze at T → 0 while the relaxation of the occupation number with rate λ N becomes faster at lower temperatures, cf. Fig. 2 . This is an interaction effect and can be explained by the increasing asymmetry between the bath occupations at different energies, f (ε) and f (ε + U ), which at lower temperatures increase the couplings for the asymmetric unidirectional processes double occupation → single occupation and empty site → single occupation, leading to a faster approach to the one-electron-per-site equilibrium.
On the other hand, for the spin relaxation a multiple exchange of electrons between the sites and the baths is needed since in leading order in Γ a direct spin relaxation is suppressed 67 . So when the electron transfer saturates quickly (for low temperatures) the spin decay proceeds very slowly.
In general, the observables can couple with each other and form a reduced subsystem {O 1 , O 2 , ...} giving rise to more intricate relaxation dynamics. However, since the only possible relaxation rates are the eigenvalues λ j of L, it is useful to perform a spectral decomposition of the expectation values
with left and right eigenvectors of L defined via Lr j = λ j r j and L † l j = λ j l j . They are orthogonal (l i , r j ) = δ ij and fulfill the completeness relation j r j l † j = 1. Moreover, by choosing O = 1 it becomes apparent that r j with λ j = 0 must be traceless, tr(r j ) = 0, and hence r j correspond to either coherences or traceless combinations of populations. So far, the results are valid for any realized lattice with an arbitrary number of sites. However, to obtain analytical results beyond the relaxation of S z (t) and N (t), we will next consider the Hubbard dimer which is the smallest possible system where all energy scales, i.e., the inter-site tunneling amplitude J, the on-site Coulomb interaction U , the system-bath tunnel-coupling strength Γ and the temperature T of the baths, appear.
VI. HUBBARD DIMER
Below, we will be interested in the dynamics of the Hubbard dimer, i.e. a two-site system with tunneling H J = −J σ c † 1,σ c 2,σ + h.c. between the sites and onsite interaction H U = m U n m,↓ n m,↑ with U Γ, J, as introduced in Eq. (1). The system can be experimentally realized as a double quantum dot coupled to (separate) electronic leads [68] [69] [70] . First, we discuss the limit of hot baths, T → ∞, which is suited very well to compare the secular with the coherent approximation. Then, we elaborate the limit of cold baths, T → 0, where both approximations yield identical results. In this regime, we find interaction-suppressed slow decay channels. At last, we mention shortly the case of small but finite temperature.
A. Hot baths
For hot baths (formally at infinite temperature) the stationary state of the system becomes fully mixed
containing all possible occupations |χ 1 , χ 2 at both sites (first and second entry) coming with equal probabilities. We find that thermalization and equilibration processes take place on time scales of order Γ −1 and are determined essentially by the coupling to the baths. Recalling Eq. (28) , which describes differences between the secular (L S ) and the coherent (L C ) approximation, we find for the particle-hole symmetric case f α (ε + U ) = 1 − f α (ε) (shown in Fig. 1 ), that their difference scales with f α (ε)f α (ε + U ) = [2 cosh(βU/4)] −1 . This expression diminishes exponentially for high values of βU 1. For high temperatures (small β) and moderate interactions U , on the other hand, we should observe differences in the dynamics between the secular and the coherent approximation. In Fig. 3 , we show the timedependent expectation values of the occupation number operators n 1 and n 2 as functions of time. The system is initially prepared in the state ρ 0 = |↑↓, 0 ↑↓, 0| and interacts with a hot bath (T → ∞) at each site. Despite a qualitative agreement, we can see some differences in the time evolution of n 1 and n 2 . The differences originate in the processes involving the transitions |↑↓, 0 ↑↓, 0| → |↑↓, 0 σ, σ| → |↑↓,σ σ, ↑↓|. The first step is due to a coherent evolution generated by H J and the second step corresponds to an electron entering from the bath at site 2 with spinσ. While those processes are completely neglected in the secular approximation, which does not couple coherences with different energies (cf. Eq. (24)), the coherent approximation takes them into account. Furthermore, if we look at the characteristic energy decay E = H (and subtract the stationary value E(∞) = 2ε), we find different relaxation rates for both approximations. For the secular approximation, the energy relaxation goes simply with −2Γ, whereas for the coherent approximation we find a decay with −2Γ < Re λ E < −Γ, for instance Re λ E ≈ −1.15Γ for U = 5Γ, J = 2Γ, nearly half as slow. The value can be determined analytically as
which has a non-vanishing oscillatory part Im λ E as well as a decaying part Re λ E that gives −2Γ in the limit of either U → ∞ or J → 0 and −Γ for U, J Γ. Thus, for the Hubbard dimer, there are qualitative differences in the relaxation dynamics between the secular and the coherent approximation. 
B. Cold baths
Next, we consider the case of cold baths (formally at zero temperature) with ε < ε F < ε + U where the coherent and secular approximation coincide L S = L C = L. Here, the stationary state ρ st is not unique, but belongs to a degenerate subspace spanned by the spin triplet states
which fulfill H J |T l = H U |T l = 0 and S 2 |T l = 2 |T l with l = −, 0, +. We define the total spin as S = m,σ,σ c † m,σ τ σσ c m,σ /2 with Pauli matrices τ = (τ x , τ y , τ z ) such that S(S + 1) are the eigenvalues of S 2 with S = 1 for the triplets. The eigenvalue λ 0 = 0 is ninefold degenerate and the stationary density matrix can be constructed as
with α ll ∈ C. Fulfillment of ρ † = ρ and tr ρ = 1 leaves 8 remaining parameters to determine ρ st . They depend on the initial state ρ 0 and can be deduced from conserved quantities of the system 32 (e.g. the three spin components S x , S y and S z ). Starting out-of equilibrium in ρ 0 , once in contact with the cold baths, the system relaxes quickly to a state in which each site is occupied by exactly one electron, as can be seen from Eq. (31) for f (ε) = 1 and f (ε + U ) = 0. For the spin z-component we finḋ S z = 0 and hence no relaxation at all. 10Γ) . The three eigenvalues Re λ 1 = Re λ * 1 and Re λ 2 that reach asymptotically zero as either J → 0 or U → ∞ are highlighted green. In (c) both realand imaginary part of the three slowest eigenvalues λ 1 , λ * 1 and λ 2 (green, black and blue) as well as the stationary one λ 0 = 0 (red) are shown (for J = 2Γ) as U is increasing. The arrows indicate increasing interaction from U = 0Γ to U = 20Γ.
However, the spectrum of the Liouville operator L shown in Fig. 4a-b suggests a much richer relaxation dynamics than that observed with S z (t) and N (t). Besides the relaxation scale of the order O(Γ), other, slower decay channels, suppressed for U Γ, J, are visible in the spectrum (highlighted with a green color). In particular, there are three eigenvalues λ 1 , λ * 1 and λ 2 which approach the stationary value λ 0 = 0 as U increases, as shown in Fig. 4c . To observe the consequences we discuss an example. Example 1. The system is initially prepared in the state where a spin-↑ electron occupies one site ρ 0 = |↑, 0 ↑, 0| (with U = 5 Γ, J = 2 Γ). Such a state can be experimentally prepared by means of a magnetic field that favors the spin-↑ direction and by a specific tuning of the excitation energies via gate voltages. By quickly resetting the parameters, one can study the quench dynamics. In the stationary limit, we observe a buildup of a mixed state ρ st = 7 12
consisting of an asymmetric combination of the three triplet states, cf. (36) , ensuring that the total spin S z stays constantly 1/2 (up). The final state ρ st is approached proportional to exp(λ 1 t). In the beginning, the spin-up electron oscillates coherently between the left and right site at the frequency determined by 2J such that the local occupation n m and the local spin S z,m with m = 1, 2 oscillate in antiphase (cf. Fig 5a-b ). In addition, due to coupling to the cold baths, the number asymmetry ∆N = n 1 − n 2 decays (at a rate −2 Γ) to the state where each site is occupied by exactly one electron -leading to an end of the coherent oscillations. However, the spin asymmetry ∆S z = S z,1 − S z,2 oscillates on a much longer time scale (decay rate here Re λ 1 ≈ −0.218 Γ) which can be seen in Fig. 5b-c . Slow relaxation. Whereas the particle number N (t) shows a fast relaxation to the final stationary state on the timescale of the coupling to the baths Γ −1 , other observables such as the spin asymmetry ∆S z do also decay but on a much slower time scale, see Fig. 5c . In the following, we will discuss in detail the origin of this slow decay. It turns out that the singlet state |S becomes a natural candidate for being responsible for the slow evolution as it can only decay via processes involving the double occupation of one site (suppressed by U ) and a successive exchange of electrons with the baths, leading to a triplet state, a dead-end of the evolution. At first sight, it is counter-intuitive that the singlet can evolve into a state with double occupation since we are in the regime of Coulomb blockade (ε+U > ε F ). However, while bath-induced excitations are prohibited, a coherent evolution by means of H J can fulfill the task without changing the energy of the system. Therefore, note that the coherent tunneling changes the singlet state into H J |S = −2J |DH and vice versa H J |DH = −2J |S with |DH = (|↑↓, 0 + |0, ↑↓ )/ √ 2 being a symmetric superposition of doublon-holon pairs. Thus, we expect both of those states, |S and |DH , as well as the triplet states |T l to play an essential part in the slow decay mechanisms. Indeed, we find that the slowest nonzero eigenvalues λ 1 and λ * 1 are both threefold degenerate and can be traced back to 2-dimensional subsystems of the entire Liouvillian L
with basis {|S T l | , |DH T l |} for L λ1 and the hermitian conjugate basis states {|T l S| , |T l DH|} for L λ * 1 , separately for all triplet states l = −, 0, +. Interestingly, the first diagonal element of the reduced Liouvillian is Only after a prior coherent evolution from |S to |DH a decay into the odd parity state ρ odd and then into the triplet state ρ T (a dead-end of the evolution) is possible. Partly ρ odd decays also back into the singlet state and thereby introduces a cyclic path. The blue square stresses the responsible part for the interaction-suppressed decay channel (also valid for the decay of coherences |S T l | with λ 1 ).
zero which means that a decay of the coherence involving the singlet |S T l | is only indirectly possible after a prior coherent evolution to |DH T l | (cf. dynamics inside blue square of Fig. 6 ). Note that the coherence |DH T l | simply disappears and does not decay into anything else since a probability conservation holds only for populations. From L λ1 we can determine the smallest nonzero eigenvalue and approximate it as
where the real part of λ 1 determines the decay rate which decreases with increasing interaction U . The corresponding right eigenvectors are of the form r (l) 1 ≈ |S + δDH T l | with δ = λ 1 /(2iJ). For L λ * 1 we simply have to take the hermitian conjugation of the results. We conclude that the coherences between the singlet state |S and the triplets states |T l decay with λ 1 , the slower the stronger interaction U gets. Moreover, the coherence |S T 0 | occurs quite naturally, because |↑, ↓ = (|S + |T 0 )/ √ 2 (the same holds also for |S T + | and |S T − | since the problem is symmetric in spin). However, in order to detect the slow relaxation rate λ 1 , we need an observable which is sensitive to exactly those coherences, namely we want (O, r (l) 1 ) = 0 (cf. Eq. (33) ). In the case of coherences between |S and |T 0 a natural observable detecting the slow relaxation, is the spin asymmetry ∆S z . Its scalar product (∆S z , r (0) 1 ) with the discussed Liouville state r (0) 1 is indeed nonzero. Retrospectively, this explains the presence of a slow decay and the separation of time scales in Fig. 5c . There are also other, however less obvious observables, which can detect the slowest decaying mode λ 1 , e.g. the spin current or the antisymmetric exchange interaction -see Tab. I.
The second slowest eigenvalue λ 2 can also be derived analytically. Here, the populations of the form |S S|, |T l T l | , . . . play an important part in the dynamics. We find that when the system starts in the singlet state ρ 0 = |S S|, its evolution stays trapped in a 6-dimensional subsystem of L
with basis {|S S| , |S DH| , |DH S| , |DH DH| , ρ T , ρ odd }.
Here, ρ T = 1/3 l |T l T l | is the totally mixed triplet state and ρ odd = 1/8 odd |χ 1 , χ 2 χ 1 , χ 2 | is a complete mixture of all states with an odd number of particles N (meaning the occupation is either N = 1 for electrons or N = 3 for holes). With L λ2 , we can easily confirm that L λ2 ρ T = 0 is, indeed, a state within the stationary subspace. Moreover, we again see that the first diagonal element is zero which means that the singlet |S has no direct decay possibility. Only indirect relaxation is possible via first a coherent evolution to |DH , then tunneling to a mixed state with odd occupation number ρ odd and finally a decay into the stationary state ρ T (cf. Fig. 6 ). The smallest eigenvalue corresponds to λ 2 and can be approximated by
Thus, in the interesting regime of strong interactions U Γ, J, also this eigenvalue tends to zero. Again, we ask the question which observables are able to detect the slow relaxation rate λ 2 . An elegant way to answer this question is to find a closed subsystem of observables of the corresponding super-adjoint Liouvillian L † , such that it also includes the slow eigenvalue λ 2 . It turns out that one can find such a subsystem with 6 observables: the isospin I (three components), the isospin squared I 2 , the total real spin squared S 2 and the Fermion parity P = (−1) N . Whereas the latter two operators are well known and measurable objects, the isospin I is simply a convenient instrument helping to visualize the dynamics of the two-state system spanned by |+ = |S and |− = |DH . As usual, we define I = a,b=+,− τ ab 2 |a b| , and
with Pauli matrices τ = (τ x , τ y , τ z ). By comparing the action of H J |+ = −2J |− and H J |− = −2J |+ to a magnetic field in x-direction (τ x ) as well as H U |+ = 0 |+ and H U |− = U |− to a magnetic field in zdirection (τ z , up to a constant shift of −U/2), we can map the problem within this subsystem to an isospin precessing in a magnetic field H J + H U = −I · B with B = (4J, 0, U ). The resulting time evolution is given bẏ I = I × B + O(Γ). Again, we discuss the dynamics with the help of an example. Example 2. The system is initially prepared in a singlet state ρ 0 = |S S|. In the stationary limit, we observe a buildup of a mixed state
consisting of a symmetric combination of the three triplet states, cf. (36) , with equal probabilities 1/3. The final state ρ st is approached proportional to exp(λ 2 t). In Fig.  7a-b , we show the expectation values of the parity operator P = (−1) N as well as the total spin squared S 2 as functions of time. The parity is initially +1 since there is an even number of electrons in the system. However, due to intermediate transitions to either electron or hole states (included in ρ odd ) the parity first decreases towards −1 and then finally reaches the stationary value +1 again (due to ρ T ). The spin squared S 2 simply increases monotonically from the initial value S(S + 1) = 0 (with S = 0 for the singlet) to the stationary value S(S + 1) = 2 (with S = 1 for the triplet). In both cases, we observe an interaction (U ) suppressed slow decay at the rate λ 2 (dashed blue line). In Fig. 7c-d , we show the isospin I as well as its absolute value I 2 as functions of time. Since the initial state is |S = |+ , the isospin points fully in the z-direction having I z = 1/2, I x = I y = 0 and I 2 = 3/4. Due to the magnetic field B the isospin starts to rotate around it. Note that since B is perpendicular to the y-direction, the I y isospin oscillates around zero. The amplitude of the isospin then decays via the suppressed relaxation channel with λ 2 until finally all isospin components I j with j = x, y, z as well as I 2 reach zero. We find, that all six operators follow the slow relaxation rate λ 2 .
Further Observables
Below, in Tab. I, we give a list of further observables and their decay rates and comment shortly on their meaning.
Two decay rates, λ = λ 0 , λ x , mean the observable asymptotically approaches a constant (since λ 0 = 0) at the rate λ x . Here, particle asymmetry ∆N and particle current I N = 2J σ (i c † 1,σ c 2,σ + h.c.) fulfill the continuity equation ∂ t ∆N = I N − 2Γ∆N , where the second term describes loss terms due to the baths. Analogously, the spin asymmetry ∆S z and the spin current I Sz = 2J σ (is σ c † 1,σ c 2,σ + h.c.), with s σ = +1/2, −1/2 for σ =↑, ↓, are related via ∂ t ∆S z = I Sz without a loss term since the system-bath coupling is spin symmetric. Note also, that H J and H U show separately a slow decay with λ 2 , while the total energy E = H decays fast with −2Γ to the stationary value 2ε. With S m = σ,σ c † m,σ τ σσ c m,σ /2 being the local spin of site m we find that an antisymmetric exchange interaction (of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type) with unit vector n = e z can be rewritten as i/2 (|S T 0 | − |T 0 S|) and thus decays with λ 1 . The symmetric exchange interaction (of
Observable
Definition Decay (e λt ) particle asymmetry ∆N λ = −2Γ particle current IN λ = −2Γ total energy H S λ = λ0, −2Γ interaction HU λ = λ2 hopping HJ λ = λ2 spin asymmetry ∆Sz λ = λ1 spin current IS z λ = λ1 antisymmetric exchange n · (S1 × S2) λ = λ1 symmetric exchange 4 S1 · S2 λ = λ0, λ2 total spin squared (S1 + S2) 2 λ = λ0, λ2 parity P λ = λ0, λ2 isospin I λ = λ2 Table I : Further observables with their definitions and decay rates, where λ 0 = 0 indicates the approach to a constant value, while λ 1 and λ 2 are given by Eqs. (40) and (42), respectively.
the Heisenberg type), which corresponds to the term l |T l T l | − 3 |S S|, approaches with rate λ 2 asymptotically a constant value of 1.
C. Small but finite temperature
A small but finite temperature T of the baths introduces another ultra-slow decay time-scale into the system. It is related to the decay of the total spin-z component S z whose relaxation rate is, as shown above, λ Sz ≈ −2 Γ exp[−U/(2k B T )] for U k B T (in the particle-hole symmetric case ε−ε F = −U/2) and only zero in the limit T → 0. For k B T U the decay of the total spin-z component is suppressed exponentially, whereas the decay via the singlet → doublon-holon channel (with rates λ 1 , λ * 1 and λ 2 ) is only suppressed algebraically in U . The origin of this ultra-slow time scale is, however, as opposed to the intricate relaxation mechanism of the singlet, rather a thermal effect of an almost conserved quantity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied relaxation dynamics for interacting electrons in the Hubbard model when each Hubbard site is individually coupled to a thermal bath of electrons. To describe the coupling between system and bath we used, on the one hand, a heuristic method where the anticipated effects of the bath are taken into account in form of Lindblad operators that are chosen by pure phenomenological arguments. For a microscopic treatment of the system-bath coupling, on the other hand, we employed the diagrammatic real-time approach. To intertwine both approaches, we brought the kinetic equation derived from the microscopic theory into Lindblad form by assuming the Markov limit in leading order pertur-bation theory in the system-bath coupling and identifying irreducible diagrams with corresponding terms in the Lindblad equation. A subtle but important step was to introduce the so-called coherent approximation. Similar as the commonly-used secular approximation, the coherent approximation guarantees positivity of the reduced density matrix. The coherent approximation is less drastic than the secular approximation since it does not completely neglect certain types of diagrams where the energy difference of the initial states is different from the energy difference of the final states. We checked that the coherent approximation leads to consistent and physical results in a wide range of parameters.
The microscopic treatment of the system-bath coupling allowed us to derive the proper forms of the Lindblad operators not only in the limits of hot or cold baths but also for finite temperatures. We found that within the coherent approximation, each process for changing particle number and spin is modeled by one Lindblad operator that combines the two available energy channels coherently, while the secular approximation treats them incoherently with one Lindblad operator each.
For illustration, we explicitly studied the relaxation dynamics for a Hubbard dimer. Due to the coupling to thermal baths, any initially prepared state eventually relaxes to a stationary state that is either unique (finite and infinite temperature) or belongs to a decoherence-free subspace (zero temperature). However, similar to the findings in Ref. 35 , the interplay of electron-electron interaction, coherent hopping between the sites and coupling to the baths leads to several different time scales for how the system approaches thermal equilibrium. In the limit of low-temperature baths, there are three time scales. The fastest timescale, τ 1 ∼ 1/Γ, is related to a direct coupling and decay of states due to exchange of electrons with the baths. It is the predominant decay mechanism. The slower timescale, τ 2 ∼ (U/J) 2 /Γ, polynomial in U/J, is due to decay processes, that are energetically suppressed by the electron-electron interaction (Coulomb blockade) and can be observed in the decay of the singlet state. The ultra-slow timescale, τ 3 ∼ exp[U/(2k B T )] exponential in U/(k B T ), shows up for small temperatures of the baths and is due to processes which are forbidden in the T → 0 limit, such as the spin relaxation.
We emphasize that the methods developed in this work are not restricted to a Hubbard dimer. They provide a procedure which can be straightforwardly applied to larger Fermi-Hubbard systems, where every site is coupled separately to a thermal bath, and, thereby facilitate the analysis of non-equilibrium dynamics.
